
What’s New(ish)? 
NEW(ish) bingos, including any hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s), added to lexicon since 2014. Will update as needed. 7s then 8s 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ICEWINE CEEIINW ICEWINE -S, sweet wine made from grapes frozen on vine [n -S] 

ICEWORM CEIMORW ICEWORM -S, small worm found in glaciers [n -S] 

INBOXES BEINOSX INBOX, window in which electronic mail is displayed [n] 

INDEEDY DDEEINY used to emphasize affirmative [interj] 

INDUNAS ADINNSU INDUNA, tribal overseer in Africa [n] 

INEPTER EEINPRT INEPT, not suitable [adj] 

IMMUNER EIMMNRU IMMUNER, NUMMIER, IMMUNE [adj] 

INFEEDS DEEFINS DEFINES, INFEEDS, INFEED, action of supplying material to machine [n] 

INFULAE AEFILNU INFULA, either of two ribbons on bishop's miter [n] 

INJERAS AEIJNRS INJERA, type of Ethiopian bread [n] 

INKJETS EIJKNST INKJET, printer that spurts ink to form letters [n] 

INFILLS FIILLNS INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INSULAE AEILNSU INULASE, INSULAE, region of brain [n] 

INUKSUK IKKNSUU INUKSUK -S, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n -UIT, -S] 

IONISER EIINORS L- IONISER -S, IONISER, IRONIES, IRONISE, NOISIER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

IRONIER EIINORR IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [adj] 

IRONISE EIINORS IRONISE -DS, IONISER, IRONIES, IRONISE, NOISIER, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IVORIED DEIIORV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 

IVORIER EIIORRV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

ICEFIELD CDEEFIIL ICEFIELD -S, large area of ice [n -S] 

ICESCAPE ACCEEIPS ICESCAPE -S, landscape covered with ice [n -S] 

ICEWINES CEEIINSW ICEWINE, sweet wine made from grapes frozen on vine [n] 

ICEWORMS CEIMORSW ICEWORM, small worm found in glaciers [n] 

IGNOBLER BEGILNOR IGNOBLE, of low character [adj] 

IMIPENEM EEIIMMNP IMIPENEM -S, antibacterial [n -S] 

IMMUNEST EIMMNSTU IMMUNEST, NUMMIEST, IMMUNE [adj] 

INASMUCH ACHIMNSU to extent that [adv] 

INEPTEST EEINPSTT INEPT, not suitable [adj] 

INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INFOTECH CEFHINOT INFOTECH -S, computer technology for distributing data [n -S] 

INOTROPE EINOOPRT INOTROPE -S, drug for controlling force of muscular contractions [n -S] 

INSOURCE CEINORSU INSOURCE -DS, COINSURE, INSOURCE, to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INTEGRIN EGIINNRT INTEGRIN -S, class of animal proteins [n -S] 

INTERNET EEINNRTT INTERNET -S, network of computer networks [n -S] 

INTRONIC CIINNORT INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [adj] 

INUKSUKS IKKNSSUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n] 

IONISERS EIINORSS L-IONISERS, IONISERS, IRONISES, IONISER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n] 

IRONIEST EIINORST IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [adj] 

IRONISED DEIINORS DERISION, IRONISED, IRONSIDE, RESINOID, IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

IRONISES EIINORSS IONISERS, IRONISES, IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

IRONLESS EILNORSS having no iron [adj] 

ITEMISER EEIIMRST ITEMISER -S, itemizer (one that itemizes (to set down particulars of)) [n -S] 

IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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